
Touch Football Australia 

Referee Competency Assessment – Badge Level 2 (Talent) 

L2 Talent Referee Badge CBA Correct as at: 01 January 2020 Ver 5 

Referee Name: ……………………………. Course Number: ......................... Course Dates: ......................... 

Association: ……………................................ Match Standard: .................     Match Div: ................ Assessment #: ……… 

PRE-MATCHS DUTIES - Has the Referee: NYC C 

Arrived on time for the Match   

The score card/pen/coin   

Conferred with "buddy” Referee   

Checked the field   

PRESENTATION - Does the Referee: 

Have a confident demeanour   

Have a correct, clean and tidy uniform   

SIGNALS – Does the Referee correctly demonstrate during a Match or when asked the following signals (Correctly means - clear 
and correct with crisp delivery, given with authority, correct stance and posture and mainly performed on the run to indicate the mark 
quickly): Note: If not demonstrated on field do them off field 

Play On   

Incorrect Rollball – ball outside the feet   

Offside 10m   

Penalty for Obstruction   

Penalty for Disputed Decision   

Player given an Exclusion until the end of that Possession   

Player dismissed for a Sin Bin   

Player dismissed for the remainder of the Match   

Brief verbal explanation linked to signal to aid understanding   

WHISTLE - Does the Referee have an audible whistle tone and display tone variations   

CONTROL and POSITIONING - Does the Referee: 

Keep and mark a consistent 7m  * 

Control the 10m (following the Tap)  * 

Keep "eyes on the ball" & move with the ball to be in the next desired position   

Consistently control the Rollball (no interference)  * 

See Touches & keep out of way on the Try Line   

Consistently control heavy Touches  * 

FITNESS – Does the Referee: 

Sprint interchanges, stays with play if ball is spun wide  * 

Sprint change of possession (i.e. 7m to 7m)  * 

REFEREEING SYSTEMS - Does the Referee: 

Interchange correctly   

Keep up with play & give support to the on-field Referee (when required)   

COMMUNICATIONS - Does the Referee: 

Establish clear & audible communication with players  * 

Uses verbal communications on the run to aid Match control   

Display adequate control at the Try Line  * 

Handle conflict situations with confidence  * 

RULINGS – Does the Referee: 

Display an adequate knowledge with consistent rulings  * 

Consistently rule on late and forward passes  * 

Ensure the Rollball is on the Mark  * 

Assessors Note: To be deemed competent a Referee needs to demonstrate competency in all areas marked (*) above in a minimum 
of two (2) matches at Park Level competitions. Matches are to be assessed by different Talent level Referee Coaches. 

All CBA records are to be uploaded to “The Nest” 

Feedback: Referee is of the standard to be upgraded to Level 2 Open        Senior  

The Referee requires further experience/skills in the following areas:…………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Referee Coach Signature: ………………………… Referee Coach Name: ………………………  Date:      /     / 

   Competent  Not yet competent 
  


